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Present law includes fees for insurance policy forms charged by the LA Dept. of Insurance by product as follows: property
and casualty insurance policy forms, per product - $100; adoption of reference or item filing of advisory organization’s form
reference - $20; property and casualty insurance policy endorsements, amendments, or riders - $25. Proposed law collapses
the latter two forms into the property and casualty insurance policy form and removes their associated fees, and reduces the
property and casualty insurance policy form fee by $50, from $100 to $50.

There is no anticipated direct material effect on governmental expenditures as a result of this measure.

The net revenue impact of this measure is indeterminable. Proposed law may result in an indeterminable, though likely
marginal net reduction or an indeterminable net increase of SGR collections for the LA Dept. of Insurance. This measure
consolidates two property and casualty insurance forms into one form, essentially allowing firms to file multiple forms at
once and pay a single $50 fee, rather than pay multiple fees for multiple form filings. The three forms affected by the
proposed legislation generated an average of approximately $158,100 for LDI from FY 17-19 based upon data obtained from
the LDI’s FY 21 budget request. Approximate average filings and revenue generated by each form from FY 17-19 are as
follows:

                                                                                                         Fee       Number of Filings   Revenue Generated
Property and Casualty Insurance Policy Forms, per product          $100                 643                        $64,300
Adoption of Reference/Item Filing of Advisory Organization’s
Form Reference                                                                                $20                  369                         $7,400
Property and Casualty Endorsements, Amendments, and Riders    $25                3,457                       $86,400
                                                                                             Total     --                 4,469                      $158,100

Discussions with LDI staff indicate that firms will likely consolidate property and casualty form filings as a result of the
proposed legislation, reducing the number of overall filings from the FY 17-19 approximate average of 4,500. The extent to
which firms will consolidate form filings is unknown, but LDI staff anticipate overall filings to decrease and total between
3,000 and 4,000 as a result of the proposed legislation. To the extent this occurs, gross revenue generated as a result of the
proposed legislation will total between $150,000 (3,000 filings * $50 per filing) and $200,000 (4,000 filings * $50),
potentially resulting in a net revenue decrease of $8,100 ($150,000 gross revenue generated - $158,100 in current
collections) at the lower bound or a net revenue increase of $41,900 ($200,000 gross revenue generated - $158,100 in
current collections) at the upper bound. However, the aggregate effect on SGR collections for the LDI is indeterminable
because the overall effect on filings, such as the extent of filing consolidation and total number of filings, is unknown.
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